Who owes you money
and what did they use
the money for?

What was the last
thing you all shared
together (event or
meal)? Who got the
last morsel / drop?

Why are you all
gathered today with a
now mostly eaten
cake?

Where is that cake
from? Is it bought?
Homemade? By
whom?

Who shouldn't even
be here anyway and
why?

What are you willing
to do to get that last
slice of delicious cake?

Who has cut the
cake? Have they done
a good job about it?
Were all the portions
fair to everyone?

Whom are you the
closest to at the
table? Why do you like
them the most?

Say something evil
that someone has
done to someone
other than you at the
table. It may or may
not be cake related.

Say something nice
that someone has
done for someone
other than you at the
table. It may or may
not be cake related.

You strongly suspect
that someone has
already eaten two
slices. Who is it and
how did they pull that
of?

What memory does
that particular cake
bring you?

1
This is it. The one last
slice of delicious cake
everyone is eyeing
and no one dares to
take. For now at least.

Why would eating
that cake make you
feel better? Why do
you need it more than
the others?

There's one person at
the table you didn't
like so much in the
past. Why and what
has happened to
make you change
your mind? Is the
reason cake related?

Which room are you
eating the cake in? Is
there a special
reason?

Which one of you
always makes a mess
when he eats? What
kind of mess have
they made this time?
Who is going to clean
it?

Was there some
special kind of
decoration on the
cake? What did it
represent? What was
its purpose?

2

3

Each player draws a
card and answers it.
The others can
intervene when
they're mentioned or
if they have anything
to add to the
conversation.

When everything has
been said, the next
player in clockwise
order draws the next
card and so on. Do
this until the ﬁnal
card is drawn and
answer it collectively.

Someone at the table
has a disgusting
eating habit. Say their
name and explain
what they do while
they're eating. What
do the others think
about that?

Time to decide : who
gets to eat the last
slice? How about the
player's reaction? Do
they brag or accept it
humbly? OR do you
reach a stalemate ?
Let it get dry and
binned a couple days
later?

How's the atmosphere
at the table? What do
you do to make it
better or worse?

Time is ticking. One of
you needs to leave
soon. Say who that
person is and explain
why they are on a
schedule.

Who had his birthday
last among you? What
did you all get for that
person's birthday?

